Exchange and correlation in molecular wire conductance: nonlocality is the key.
We study real-time electron dynamics in a molecular junction with a variety of approximations to the electronic structure, toward the ultimate aim of determining what ingredients are crucial for the accurate prediction of charge transport. We begin with real-time, all electron simulations using some common density functionals that differ in how they treat long-range Hartree-Fock exchange. We find that the inclusion or exclusion of nonlocal exchange is the dominant factor determining the transport behavior, with all semilocal contributions having a smaller effect. In order to study nonlocal correlation, we first map our junction onto a simple Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) model Hamiltonian. The PPP dynamics are shown to faithfully reproduce the all electron results, and we demonstrate that nonlocal correlation can be readily included in the model space using the generator coordinate method (GCM). Our PPP-GCM simulations suggest that nonlocal correlation has a significant impact on the I-V character that is not captured even qualitatively by any of the common semilocal approximations to exchange and correlation. The implications of our results for transport calculations are discussed.